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TEENY TINY STEVIES
NEW ALBUM THOUGHTFUL SONGS FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
OUT TODAY

“Blending beautiful melodies with important messages for kids, this beautiful
album will uplift and inspire the whole fam” KINDERLING

Teeny Tiny Stevies are excited to unveil album number 3, Thoughtful Songs for
Little People. It features singles ‘Had You To Teach Me’, ‘Good For Your Health’ and
‘Superpower’ and is the follow up 2018’s ARIA-nominated Helpful Songs for Little
People.
Watch video for ‘Had You To Teach Me’ HERE

Sisters Beth and Byll Stephen are Teeny Tiny Stevies, the kids band with the cool
factor. Beginning as a side hustle from their indie-folk band The Little Stevies, their
tight harmonies, rich melodies and infernally catchy choruses have captured the ears
of children and parents alike.
Their gorgeous videos (by longtime collaborator Simon Howe) have chocked up
hundreds of thousands of views online, as well as over ten million views on ABC iView.
Songs like 'Boss of My Own Body', 'I Ate A Rainbow' and 'Sleep Through the Night'
have become part of the fabric of childhood for thousands of little Australians.

Discussing the new album, Byll says, “I know these are kids' songs, but as a songwriter
I know parents are listening to these songs over and over again. So I like writing in a
way where parents can get something out of them too, so songs like ‘Superpower’ has
a really universal theme: obviously it's for kids, but I'm also thinking a parent can listen
to it and think 'yep, I need to put a lid on my temper’.”
"The Teeny Tinies have given Byll and I the opportunity to write songs in a hugely
diverse range of genres,” Beth adds. “And musically the songs become more and more
complex which I feel very proud about.”
Byll agrees. “We didn't want to approach the music differently than we would with
‘grown-up’ songs, and we'd put as much care and time and effort into our sounds and
production and making our albums sound great.”
And those messages are packed with emotion, clarity and humour - as on the thishouse-is-a-mess anthem Family Is A Team. “We're very keen to not in any way act
like parenting experts, because we're not,” Byll laughs. “I don't want any of our songs
to ever sound like we're telling people how they should do things.”
And with songs about resilience, self-care and personal hygiene, it also might be the
most on-message album of 2020.
"These songs were written at least 18 months ago, and we thought they were
pertinent then," says Beth. “But going through this year with everything that's
happened everything seems more relevant!”
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ABOUT TEENY TINY STEVIES
Teeny Tiny Stevies create inspired and educational music which encourages
conversation between adults and children. What began as a hobby for sisters Byll
and Beth became so fun and effective that before they knew it, their debut album
had become a word-of-mouth sensation with parents around the country.
The band’s beautifully-animated music videos, including ‘Boss of My Own Body’, ‘I
Ate a Rainbow’, ‘Sleep Through the Night’ and ‘Boy or Girl Colour’ continue to
be hugely popular on ABC Kids TV, and to date have received over 10 million
views on iView.
Teeny Tiny Stevies’ first ever national tour sold out in a matter of days, and their
second - which was set to be their biggest, culminating in a performance at Sydney
Opera House - was cancelled due to Coronavirus. They are looking forward to
rescheduling the tour and performing to families around Australia as soon as they
can.
FOLLOW TEENY TINY STEVIES
Website: https://www.teenytinystevies.com/
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